This is YOUR hometown college.

DISCOVER WHAT MATTERS.
AND BUILD YOUR LIFE AROUND IT.

» Undergraduate and graduate programs to meet your interests
» Small class sizes where dedicated faculty know you by name
» Extra scholarship opportunities for Walworth County students

Schedule a visit to meet with an admission counselor and discover academics, career options, financial aid, student life and the adventure that awaits at GWC.

SCHEDULE A CAMPUS VISIT TODAY.
gwc.aurora.edu/visit
WILLIAMS BAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
52 fourth-grade students
Mrs. Andrysczyk, Mrs. D’Auria, Mr. Oxley

1–1:30 p.m. Guest speaker presentation
Beasley Campus Center, Seabury Room

1:30–2 p.m. GWC student presentations and ROV demonstration

WILLIAMS BAY HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE CLUB
12 students

1–1:30 p.m. Guest speaker presentation
Beasley Campus Center, Seabury Room

1:30–1:45 p.m. Additional Q&A with guest speaker

1:45–2:30 p.m. GWC student presentations and ROV demonstration

GUEST PRESENTATION
Dr. Adam Bechle, Civil and Environmental Engineer
“Great Lakes, Strong Coasts: How We Protect the Shores of the Biggest Group of Lakes on Earth”

Dr. Bechle will talk about some of the biggest lakes in the entire world, the Great Lakes. Wisconsin sits on two of these giant lakes — Lake Superior and Lake Michigan. Adam will talk about the amazing power of these lakes and some of the engineering that helps us live along their shores.

GWC STUDENT PRESENTATIONS

“Geneva Lake Ecosystem”
Jimmy Fischer

“Dissolved Oxygen in Geneva Lake”
Matthew Wright

“Geology of Geneva Lake”
T.J. Bordoshuk

“Water Safety and Rescue Rope Throwing”
Timothy Helmers

“Water Resources Skit”
Jamie Acasio, Casey Burmeister, Greg Desilva, Julia Kranenburg, Sam Semrad, Lauren Scalise, Jackie Pytel

WE BELIEVE IN LEARNING BY DOING — IN THE CLASSROOM AND IN THE FIELD.